
 

Greetings from The Aura,   

It was a lively morning at The Aura in 

June.  The Dazzling Duo contest saw 

excellent response from the members 

with more than 20 registrations for 

the virtual event. Right from the word 

go, mothers and daughters paired up 

together to display their talents, the 

mothers in law and daughters in law 

were not far behind. 

Celebrity mom and daughter  Radhika 

and Krithikaa Shurajit as the perfect 

guests,  made the day even more 

enjoyable. 

Hearty congratulations to the prize 

winners! We were truly bowled over 

by the creative presentations of all 

the participants from young children 

to spirited octogenarians. Thank you 

ladies for the enthusiasm, your efforts 

and coordination made our day.  

 

Great anchoring by the Aphrodites. 

Jaisri Sriram, Muthu Nagappan and 

Praveena Devaraj ensured smooth 

flow of  events. 
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Who doesn’t love a good cookery 

show? The mouth watering spread 

prepared by the celebrity chefs are a 

feast to our eyes. The sight of a plated 

dish entices you to take a bite. Cooking 

is really the best way for our senses to 

experience creation. Here is an 

opportunity to be part of  a real time 

cookery show with the celebrity chef 

from Australia. 

Australian chef Sashi chelaih shot to 

fame when he won the MasterChef 

Australia 2018.  He then opened his 

own restaurant GAJA by Sashi in his 

hometown Adelaide. Inspired by his 

mother’s South Indian cooking and 

growing up in Singapore, Sashi likes to 

combine food and culture to bring 

together different Asian  flavours and 

cuisines to a single plate. 

 

 Register yourself before the 8th of July 

to cook along with your friends in an 

atmosphere of fun and win exciting 

prizes. Treat your family to a 3 course 

meal of delicacies from Malaysia and 

Singapore. You may cook along or just 

watch, but make sure you don’t miss 

the fun. 

 

 

“Less is More” 

Cook-Along with 

MasterChef Australia 2018 

Mr. Sashi Cheliah 

On  Thursday, 15th July 2021 

@   10.30am 

on Zoom 

 

             

   



 

Guest Speak 

Meticulously planned and executed. 

Was a pleasure to have been part of it 

Dazzling Duos rocked! Thanks for 

inviting us over. 

                        Lots of love and regards 

                      Radhika Shurajit             

Kruthikaa Shurajit 

 

Birthdays in July 

 

Bala Shalini Dhevi 

Rama R 

Vijayarani P 

Akila Sankar 

Vidhya M 

 

 

 

 

 

1st 

1st 

15th 

21st 

27th 

 

 

       From The Aura Committee 

 

Hurry! 

Registrations for the Cook-Along 

Show closes on 

 8th of July 2021. 

 



 

 

    The Executive Committee                              Reach us at 

Mythily Ramanan          98430 54925             

Rajalakshmi Rajesh        94431 65687           www.facebook.com/TheAuraTrichy 

Rajeshwari Ramakrishnan    2415687           E mail     :       admin@theaura.org 

Subha Rengarajan           98424 08099          Website :       www.theaura.org 

Vidhya Madhan               99444 52100            

Vrinda Ramanan              94432 59747            

Smitha Ananth                 94438 40990                                    

The Gourmet King 

Celebrity Chef Sanjeev Kapoor at The Aura. 

December 2007 

Down memory lane 
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